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● (1610)

[Translation]
The Chair (Mr. Joël Lightbound (Louis-Hébert, Lib.)): I call

this meeting to order.

Good afternoon, everyone.

Welcome to meeting No. 93 of the House of Commons Standing
Committee on Industry and Technology.

Today's meeting is taking place in a hybrid format, pursuant to
the standing orders.

Pursuant to the order of reference of Monday, April 24, 2023, the
committee is resuming consideration of Bill C‑27, An Act to Enact
the Consumer Privacy Protection Act, the Personal Information and
Data Protection Tribunal Act and the Artificial Intelligence and Da‐
ta Act and to make consequential and related amendments to other
acts.

I would like to welcome our many witnesses today and also apol‐
ogize for the brief delay caused by votes in the house.

Today we welcome, from the Canadian Bankers Association,
Lorraine Krugel, who is vice president, privacy and data.

From the Canadian Labour Congress, we have Siobhán Vipond,
who is executive vice-president, and Chris Roberts, director, social
and economic policy. From the Centre for Digital Rights, we have
its founder, Jim Balsillie. From the Financial Data and Technology
Association of North America, Steve Boms is with us via video
conference.

From the Canadian Marketing Association, we have Sara Clod‐
man, vice president, public affairs and thought leadership, and
David Elder, head of privacy and data protection group, Stikeman
Elliott LL. Lastly, we have, from the Canadian Chamber of Com‐
merce, Catherine Fortin LeFaivre, who is vice president, strategic
policy and global partnerships, and Ulrike Bahr-Gedalia, senior di‐
rector, digital economy, technology and innovation.

So we have a lot of witnesses with us today. Once again, I thank
you for being here.

I would also inform my member colleagues that the meeting will
adjourn at 6:00 p.m. today. Please bear that in mind.

Without further ado, I give the floor to Ms. Krugel for five min‐
utes.

[English]

Ms. Lorraine Krugel (Vice-President, Privacy and Data,
Canadian Bankers Association): I would like to thank the com‐
mittee for the opportunity to speak on Bill C-27, the consumer pri‐
vacy protection act, or CPPA.

My name is Lorraine Krugel, and I am vice-president of privacy
and data for the Canadian Bankers Association. The CBA is the
voice of more than 60 banks operating in Canada, employing more
than 280,000 Canadians and helping to drive Canada’s economic
growth and prosperity.

Banks have long been entrusted with significant amounts of per‐
sonal information, and privacy and trust are paramount to our
banks' customer relationships. As global data flows and technologi‐
cal advances have continued to increase, Canadian banks have been
able to responsibly innovate to meet consumer demand for even
more convenience, value and simplification. The CPPA reflects a
unique, made-in-Canada approach that aims to address the needs of
consumers and organizations in our evolving digital world.

We need to get this right. Some of the proposed provisions in the
CPPA need to be better tailored for the Canadian context. We are
concerned that there is a real risk of significant adverse conse‐
quences if the scope of certain provisions is not better defined and
necessary exceptions are not included.

In particular, we would like to avoid situations where organiza‐
tions would be required to provide too much information in order to
be transparent. For example, certain transparency provisions could
end up replicating the equivalent of consent fatigue or cookie ban‐
ner fatigue, with no meaningful value to the consumer. Transparen‐
cy obligations also require appropriate limits so that they cannot be
abused or leveraged by criminals to circumvent processes designed
to protect against fraud, money laundering or cyber-threats. In addi‐
tion, we need to take care so that any requirements that are highly
complex or operationally onerous would, in fact, address the right
underlying risks and policy intent without negatively impacting le‐
gitimate operations, product and service delivery or the safeguard‐
ing of information.
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The CBA is supportive of many of the key foundations of the
CPPA. The CPPA is principles-based, scalable and technology-neu‐
tral and requires organizations to comply with a collection of inter‐
connected provisions that provide a solid privacy foundation based
on accountability, reasonability and proportionality; however, we
see the need for targeted amendments in the following key areas:
de-identification and anonymization, disposal requests and reten‐
tion, and automated decision systems.

Relating to consent, we recommend an important technical
amendment that will ensure continued alignment with provincial
approaches while preserving policy intent and avoiding unintended
consequences regarding consent obligations. In addition, we recom‐
mend an amendment to the CPPA to legally allow certain organiza‐
tions to share personal information to combat money laundering
and terrorist financing as part of a legislative framework that would
be further defined through the Proceeds of Crime (Money Launder‐
ing) and Terrorist Financing Act. Done in the right way, such shar‐
ing could increase privacy protections for Canadians by reducing
unnecessary reporting to the government on low-risk transactions
and simultaneously increase the effectiveness of Canada’s anti-
money laundering regime through targeted and more effective re‐
porting.

Finally, we believe that a minimum two-year implementation pe‐
riod is necessary to accommodate the scope of change and the de‐
velopment of regulations and guidance associated with the CPPA.

Regarding the artificial intelligence and data act, or AIDA, we
are in the process of evaluating the minister’s recent proposals and
will be submitting comments and recommendations to the commit‐
tee when the study focuses on the AI portions of the bill.

We have provided the committee with written comments and rec‐
ommendations on the CPPA and look forward to your questions.

Thank you.
● (1615)

The Chair: Thank you very much, Ms. Krugel.

I'll now turn to the Canadian Labour Congress.

The floor is yours.
Ms. Siobhán Vipond (Executive Vice-President, Canadian

Labour Congress): Good afternoon, committee members. It is my
honour to be here with you today.

The 55 national and international unions affiliated with the Cana‐
dian Labour Congress bring together three million workers in virtu‐
ally all sectors, industries, occupations and regions of the country.
We are grateful for the opportunity to speak to the artificial intelli‐
gence and data act, AIDA, enacted by Bill C-27.

Across sectors, industries and occupations, workers in Canada
increasingly encounter AI applications in their work and employ‐
ment. Many report that AI has the potential to improve and enrich
their work. In certain instances, AI applications could reduce time
and energy spent on routine tasks. This could free workers up to fo‐
cus on more skill-intensive aspects of their jobs, or on directly serv‐
ing the public.

However, workers are also concerned about the negative poten‐
tial consequences for jobs, privacy rights, discrimination and work‐
place surveillance. Workers are troubled by the potential for dis‐
placement and job loss from AI. Workers in creative industries and
the performing arts are concerned about control over, and compen‐
sation for, their images and work. Workers are concerned about the
collection, use and sharing of their personal data. Workers and
unions are concerned about the use of AI in hiring, discipline and
human resource management functions. Almost every week, we
hear from workers who have real-life experience with the impact
this is already having on their jobs. AI systems carry serious risks
of racial discrimination, gender discrimination, and labour and hu‐
man rights violations.

The number one demand from Canada's unions is greater trans‐
parency, consultation and information sharing around the introduc‐
tion of AI systems in workplaces and Canadian society. Unfortu‐
nately, AIDA falls short in this respect.

Our concerns about AIDA are as follows.

First, unions are troubled by the lack of public debate and broad
consultation on regulating AI in Canada. We feel there should have
been proper public debate prior to the drafting and introduction of
AIDA.

Second, the major deficiency of AIDA is that it exempts govern‐
ment and Crown corporations. The Government of Canada is a
leading adopter and promoter of AI. Despite this, AIDA provides
no protection for public service workers, whose work and employ‐
ment are affected by AI systems. Government is responsible for
many high-impact AI systems for decision-making—from immi‐
gration and benefits claims to policing and military operations. AI‐
DA should be expressly expanded to apply to all federal depart‐
ments, agencies and Crown corporations, including national securi‐
ty institutions.

Third, the bill only requires measures to prevent harms caused by
high-impact systems. It leaves the definition of “high-impact sys‐
tems” to regulation. As well, it is silent on AI systems that can
cause real harms and discrimination despite falling outside the clas‐
sification of “high-impact”.

Fourth, AIDA contemplates a senior Innovation, Science and
Economic Development Canada official acting as the AI and data
commissioner. The commissioner should be an independent posi‐
tion. An office tasked with supervision and regulatory oversight
should not be housed within the department responsible for promot‐
ing the AI industry.
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Fifth, while AIDA authorizes the minister to establish an adviso‐
ry committee, we strongly believe the government must go much
further than the current advisory council on artificial intelligence,
established in 2019. The advisory council is dominated by industry
and academic voices, with no participation from civil society, hu‐
man rights advocacy organizations, unions and the public. The
CLC urges the government to create a permanent representative ad‐
visory council that makes recommendations on research needs, reg‐
ulatory matters, and the administration and enforcement of AIDA.

Finally, the purpose clause of the act should be strengthened.
Currently, AIDA is intended in part “to prohibit certain conduct in
relation to artificial intelligence systems that may result in serious
harm to individuals or harm to their interests.” This should be re‐
vised to prohibit conduct that may result in harm to individuals and
groups, not just “serious harm”. Currently, AIDA is focused on in‐
dividual harms, not on societal risks, such as to the environment or
Canadian democracy.

In summary, the CLC believes there should be much more insti‐
tutionalized transparency, information sharing and engagement
around AI in the workplace and Canadian society.

Thank you. I welcome any questions the committee may have.
● (1620)

The Chair: Thank you very much, Ms. Vipond.

I'll now turn to Mr. Balsillie from the Centre for Digital Rights.

The floor is yours.
Mr. Jim Balsillie (Founder, Centre for Digital Rights): Chair‐

man Lightbound and honourable members, thank you for the op‐
portunity to share my views on Bill C-27, legislation that will have
profound consequences on Canada's economic prosperity, freedom,
democracy, consumer protection and child well-being.

The Digital Charter Implementation Act prioritizes the interests
of large data monopolies and their ecosystem of traffickers. It sets a
dangerous precedent by allowing corporations to allocate to indi‐
viduals, children and vulnerable groups the harmful economic, po‐
litical and social consequences of the data-driven economy. It nor‐
malizes and expands surveillance, treating human rights as an ob‐
stacle to corporate profits.

Bill C-27 requires a wholesale redo, and my written submission
includes comprehensive proposed amendments.

A high-level perspective of some of the foundational flaws with
the bill as tabled include the following: one, use of a notice and
consent framework, which creates a pseudo-compliance system that
enables personal data harvesting and intrusive profiling while
spamming users with misleading consent barriers; two, a legitimate
business interest carve-out that allows corporations to put the pur‐
suit of profits above the interests of consumers, where businesses
are allowed to privately self-determine what constitutes legitimate
surveillance and behavioural modification to trample on fundamen‐
tal rights but are under no obligation to notify consumers how they
are tracking and profiling them; three, a diminishment of protec‐
tions for children and vulnerable persons and an omission of mean‐
ingful measures that curtail insidious surveillance and behavioural
manipulation practices that are driving the current youth mental

health crisis; and four, an artificial intelligence and data act that
doesn't include an independent and expert regulator for automated
decision systems and excludes the right to contest decisions made
with AI, such as insurance, school admissions and credit scoring.
AIDA needs to be scrapped completely.

There are many more flawed parts of this legislation, all detailed
in my submission.

The recent letter by Minister Champagne indicating willingness
to make some unspecified amendments is a woefully inadequate
approach to dealing with the serious flaws in this bill. It joins the
long list of bad governance practices, which is how we ended up
with this untenable bill in the first place.

There has been much gaslighting from industry lobbyists and
self-interested parties whose profits depend on mass surveillance,
arguing that meaningful AI privacy regulations limit innovation.
Privacy and AI regulations are not impediments to innovation. As
innovation economists and digital policy experts have shown, the
unique features of the data-driven economy—specifically, data's
network effects alongside economies of scope, scale and informa‐
tion asymmetry—mean that the more data a company gathers, the
more value it gains from it. Every new dataset makes all pre-exist‐
ing datasets in the hands of the same few companies more valuable,
disproportionately enhancing the power of established data giants
and their vested assets. This is why, in less than a decade of the da‐
ta-driven economy, we have seen the greatest market and wealth
concentrations in economic history, a reduced rate of entrepreneur‐
ship, innovation and business dynamism and, also, lowered wages.

Properly regulating insidious data collection and trafficking, as
other jurisdictions are doing, would not only address concentrated
economic power, but also force business to compete on the level of
quality and innovation, not surveillance and manipulation, as is cur‐
rently the case.

I am an entrepreneur, investor, co-founder of the Council of
Canadian Innovators, and a vocal advocate for Canadian technolog‐
ical and innovation success in global markets. It's deeply troubling
to hear the government talk about advancing Canadian innovation,
because earlier this year the government admitted that it has no AI
strategy. We are merely funding basic research that principally sup‐
ports the growth of foreign data monopolies.
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This lack of capacity to understand and regulate the digital econ‐
omy has real consequences, chief among them a steady decline in
the standard of living and prosperity for the average Canadian, par‐
ticularly in Ontario and Quebec, which used to drive our national
prosperity. Because Canada is unable to create policies to harness
the potential of IP, data and AI, the OECD recently projected that
Canada's economy will be the worst-performing advanced economy
of 2020-30 and the three decades thereafter.
● (1625)

The choice you have is to adopt Bill C-27, a deeply flawed at‐
tempt at privacy regulation, or to create new legislation that builds
trust in the digital economy, supports Canadian prosperity and inno‐
vation and protects Canadians not only as consumers but as citi‐
zens. The choice is a continued erosion of Canadian prosperity, em‐
boldening surveillance and manipulation and deepening the mental
health crisis of our youth, or a healthy democracy, long-term pros‐
perity, robust freedoms and the protection of our children.

Thank you.
The Chair: Thank you very much, Mr. Balsillie.

We'll turn to the Financial Data and Technology Association of
North America and Mr. Boms, who joins us online.

The floor is yours.
Mr. Steve Boms (Executive Director, Financial Data and

Technology Association of North America): Thank you very
much, Chair, and good afternoon.

I am the executive director of the Financial Data and Technology
Association of North America, or FDATA. We're the leading trade
association advocating for consumer-permissioned access to finan‐
cial data in both Canada and the United States.

Our members include firms with a variety of different business
models, which collectively provide more than six million Canadian
consumers and SMEs with access to vital financial services and
products. Utilizing these products, services and tools, Canadian
consumers can, for example, access more competitive banking ser‐
vices, including more affordable credit. They could utilize more ef‐
ficient payment options and benefit from technology to better man‐
age their finances and grow their wealth. Canadian SMEs depend
on FDATA North America member companies to manage their ac‐
counting and credit needs and more easily send and receive pay‐
ments.

We are strong advocates of Canada's implementation of an open
finance regime, which was first outlined as a government priority in
budget 2018. The core idea of open finance is this: A Canadian
consumer or SME should be able to safely and securely share ac‐
cess to their data held at one provider with another provider that of‐
fers a better financial product, service or tool. Whether it's a
chequing, savings, business, brokerage, pension, mortgage, or auto
loan account, or data held by a payroll or benefits provider, open
finance is the straightforward notion that the customer should have
the right to use that data for their own benefit.

Once built, open finance in Canada will put consumers and
SMEs in full control of their financial data, facilitating a more
transparent and competitive Canadian financial services market‐

place that provides safe and secure data portability. The data porta‐
bility right and data privacy framework included in Bill C-27 are
fundamental cornerstones of this modernized approach to financial
services.

A survey of Canadians commissioned last year by FDATA North
America and Fintechs Canada found that half of Canadians feel
stress when interacting with Canada's existing financial services
sector and more than two-thirds of Canadians believe that more
competition in the financial services marketplace would lead to a
greater choice in products and lower financial services fees. Ninety
per cent of Canadians indicated that they found fintech products
easy to use, with more than 80% reporting they paid lower fees to
fintechs than to their banks for similar services or products. Canadi‐
ans deserve access to these alternatives.

Canada lags behind virtually every other G20 country with re‐
gard to open finance, data portability and data privacy. The U.K.,
Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, Brazil, the European Union
and other jurisdictions have all enacted some version of govern‐
ment-led open finance, under which consumers and SMEs have
legally binding data access rights and privacy protections afforded
to them.

In contrast, today Canadian consumers and SMEs have no legal
right to access or share access to their financial data. Unlike the
overwhelming majority of other countries, in Canada, a consumer's
or SME's bank is empowered to determine whether their customer
may share elements of their data with a third party to get a better
deal, access a new product or tool or avoid paying exorbitant fees.
To the extent that a bank may allow its customers to do so, there are
generally onerous and, in some cases, restrictive terms dictating the
limitations under which their customers are able to do so.

While Canada has taken important steps towards such a regime
since budget 2018, significant work remains to reach implementa‐
tion.

Meanwhile, the rest of the world advances. Earlier this month,
the United States formally launched its own open finance regime
with a CFPB rule-making. Recognizing that incumbents in the fi‐
nancial services market will not, on their own, deliver a more com‐
petitive, customer-centric ecosystem, the director of the CFPB not‐
ed in his announcement that the rule will “supercharge competition,
improve financial products and services, and discourage junk fees”.
Like Bill C-27, the CFPB rule would provide data portability rights
to consumers and will require those firms that access—with their
express consent—end-users’ data to abide by strict data privacy and
security provisions.
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To advance its open finance regulations, the U.S. had an advan‐
tage that the Department of Finance and the Department of Innova‐
tion, Science and Economic Development currently do not: strong
statutory authority to do so. Finance Canada has been studying how
to deliver open finance in Canada for the better part of five years.
FDATA views enactment of Bill C-27 as a critical element of the
transition from open finance ideation to implementation. Once con‐
sumer and SME data portability has been enshrined in law, ISED
and Finance Canada will have the statutory tools required to finally
deliver open finance.

Consumers and SMEs in Canada are being left behind as the rest
of the G20 build and deploy open finance frameworks that facilitate
competition, enable greater access to and inclusion within the fi‐
nancial services marketplace and provide their citizens with appro‐
priate data protections. The data portability and privacy provisions
included in Bill C-27 represent integrally important statutory tools
for ISED and Finance Canada that will help Canada catch up.

Thank you. I would be pleased to answer any questions.
● (1630)

The Chair: Thank you very much.

I'll now turn to the Canadian Marketing Association.

We have Ms. Clodman and Mr. Elder.
Ms. Sara Clodman (Vice-President, Public Affairs and

Thought Leadership, Canadian Marketing Association): Good
afternoon, Chair and members of the committee.

Thank you for inviting us to appear and for prioritizing privacy
law reform. Your work is critically important to Canadians and to
the future of our economy.

I cannot overstate how reliant Canadians are on data and the dig‐
ital economy or how significant the proposed law is to Canada's fu‐
ture economic growth and to the protection of consumers.

The CPPA will enable small and medium-sized Canadian busi‐
nesses to compete in the global marketplace. It will protect con‐
sumers through new consumer rights, greater transparency and ac‐
countability requirements for organizations, and the strongest finan‐
cial penalties in the G7. It will help protect children. It will provide
some support to the more than 80% of Canadians who are con‐
cerned about rising costs. It will foster innovation and allow Cana‐
dians to enjoy the enormous social and economic benefits of data.

The Canadian Marketing Association is the voice of the market‐
ing profession. Our 450 members are small and medium-sized busi‐
nesses, large brands, not-for-profits, and public and post-secondary
institutions and organizations representing virtually all sectors of
the economy.

We urge the speedy adoption of the CPPA. Consumers deserve
modernized protections, and the businesses fuelling our economy
need more regulatory certainty.

Consumer trust is critical to a successful business. Most organi‐
zations operating in Canada are responsible and are committed to
building and maintaining a trusted relationship with their cus‐
tomers. They dedicate significant attention and resources to protect

personal information, including substantial investments in cyberse‐
curity.

Canada's privacy law must protect consumers in a manner that
does not create an unnecessary administrative burden for compa‐
nies, including SMEs, which make up more than 90% of Canadian
businesses. Canadian consumers expect organizations to intuitively
deliver the products and services that they need and want. They are
demanding faster and better, more relevant information from com‐
panies to help them make informed purchase decisions.

We are living in challenging economic times. Ninety per cent of
consumers say that one of the most important reasons for sharing
their data with companies is to receive discounts on products and
services. With more than 80% of Canadians concerned about the
rising cost of living, the personalization that comes from data usage
provides some relief through relevant offers and sales that save
them time and money.

To ensure that the CPPA meets its objectives while avoiding un‐
intended consequences, we are proposing some limited amend‐
ments. Our first amendment calls for a more targeted and effective
approach to protecting the personal information of minors. The
CMA unequivocally supports the protection of minors. For
decades, we have been the leader in setting standards for marketing
to children and youth through the Canadian marketing code of
ethics and standards.

We are concerned that the minors provision in the CPPA would
result in an overcollection of data. Organizations that have no need
to know whether their customers are minors should not be required
to collect and retain people's birthdays, which is highly sensitive in‐
formation, simply for the purpose of complying with the act. We
propose that the provision for children in the CPPA be targeted to
organizations whose business is directed to minors and to organiza‐
tions that know or should know that they are processing the person‐
al information of minors.

We also recommend that the law allow for different treatment of
mature minors, who bear many of the responsibilities and enjoy
many of the privileges of adulthood. These recommendations align
with laws in the U.S. and Europe.
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We have a handful of amendments in other areas, including con‐
sent provisions and the definition of ADS. We support the amend‐
ments by the Canadian Anonymization Network regarding de-iden‐
tified and anonymized data, and we recommend a phased imple‐
mentation period similar to that in Quebec. Our specific amend‐
ments are attached to our statement, and we are submitting a writ‐
ten brief outlining our views in more detail.

I'd like to close my remarks by emphasizing what this legislation
is about and what it is not. The CPPA is intended to govern com‐
mercial activities. It would apply not only to large businesses and
digital players, but also to very small organizations and to non-digi‐
tal business activities. It would govern the ability of not-for-profits
and charities to find and retain donors. The CPPA is not meant to
address all aspects of the digital economy: for example, competi‐
tion issues regarding data monopolies, the use of AI, which falls
under AIDA, and protecting children from online harms. These are
all critically important issues but do not fit within the scope of the
CPPA.
● (1635)

Chair and members, our current law, PIPEDA, was the interna‐
tional gold standard for the protection of personal information for
more than a decade. The CPPA builds on a strong legacy that Par‐
liament can be proud of. Your speedy passage of this law can once
again ensure that Canada leads the world in protecting privacy and
fostering innovation.

I would like to thank the members of the committee for your
leadership and service to Canadians.

Thank you.

[Translation]
The Chair: Thank you very much, Ms. Clodman.

I now give the floor to Ms. Fortin LeFaivre, who represents the
Canadian Chamber of Commerce.

[English]
Ms. Catherine Fortin LeFaivre (Vice-President, Strategic

Policy and Global Partnerships, Canadian Chamber of Com‐
merce): Good afternoon.

I am pleased to appear before you on behalf of the Canadian
Chamber of Commerce alongside my colleague, Ulrike Bahr-
Gedalia.

[Translation]

The Canadian Chamber of Commerce represents more than
400 chambers of commerce and more than 200,000 businesses of
all sizes, from coast to coast.

[English]

From the outset, we would like to state our support for moderniz‐
ing privacy laws and for introducing guardrails regarding AI. We
welcome the government's efforts to strengthen data protection for
all Canadians, particularly children. CPPA must move forward to
provide business certainty as soon as possible, while allowing for
some amendments. There is concern about Canada's equivalency

with the EU, and the patchwork of provincial privacy legislation
that is emerging in the interim.

Regarding AIDA, we believe that a more robust consultation
process is required to properly address AI regulation needs in
Canada. It's critical that our AI regulations are precise enough to
provide important guardrails for safety, while allowing for our busi‐
nesses to harness AI's full potential responsibly. This is especially
relevant in the face of cross-sectoral skills shortages and SMEs that
have dealt with one challenge after another.

[Translation]

Through Mr. Champagne's letter of October 20, we were pleased
to hear that the government would address some major concerns re‐
lated to the Artificial Intelligence and Data Act through their
amendments, but we cannot substantially comment on these until
they are made public and we've had time to consult with members.

[English]

Given the House Speaker's 2022 ruling that voting on parts 1 and
2 would be separate from part 3, AIDA, we urge the committee to
contemplate how this avenue could allow for CPPA to move for‐
ward without delay, while making way for more in-depth consulta‐
tions and input on the AI act to take place.

AI policy is indeed complex. Having the committee attempt to
study privacy elements at the same time as quickly-changing AI el‐
ements doesn't provide the conditions for good policy to material‐
ize. It's impossible to deny that AI regulations have become a glob‐
al issue that's evolving rapidly. It's imperative that Canada not regu‐
late in a vacuum. With major AI policy developments happening
weekly, including the White House executive order on AI just yes‐
terday, Canada must ensure we're taking steps to align our regula‐
tions accordingly. If not, organizations will have to contend with
unique laws, making our country a less attractive destination for
business.

I'll now turn it over to Ulrike.

Ms. Ulrike Bahr-Gedalia (Senior Director, Digital Economy,
Technology and Innovation, Canadian Chamber of Com‐
merce): Good afternoon, everyone.

Yes, indeed, we have received a long list of Bill C-27 recommen‐
dations from our members. A detailed brief was submitted to INDU
in September and is available on the committee page, just so you're
all aware. Please note that our analysis of the bill is ongoing as new
material becomes available, such as the eight government amend‐
ments. Therefore, we are working with members to produce addi‐
tional feedback to complement our earlier submission.
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I’d like to take the opportunity to underscore a few key recom‐
mendations. First, a core position of the Canadian Chamber of
Commerce is that there need to be amendments to better define
many of the principles and concepts in Bill C-27 and to harmonize
the bill with the norms and standards found in existing provincial
and international law. Interoperability is paramount.

Among our recommendations on the CPPA, we are suggesting
that the following elements align with Quebec’s law 25: that the
term “minor” be defined to include an age, that the definition of
“anonymize” be in line with industry standards, and that the scope
of the private right of action be narrowed. We also want to under‐
score the importance of legitimate interest exceptions in the current
bill.

On AIDA, we were encouraged to see that government amend‐
ments would be forthcoming with respect to defining high-impact
systems, creating clearer obligations along the AI value chain, and
ensuring alignment with the EU AI act and those in other advanced
economies. We look forward to seeing the text of these amend‐
ments to provide more specific feedback.

However, other matters remain unaddressed thus far, such as bet‐
ter defining the use of the term “harm”. Our members have also
raised serious concerns around the criminal liability element of AI‐
DA, noting that Canada is the only jurisdiction in the world with
such penalties. There is a belief that this provision might discour‐
age businesses developing or deploying AI from setting up opera‐
tions in Canada or even force some to leave, based on risk assess‐
ment.

Finally, in terms of coming into force, it’s important that our
businesses, especially SMEs—because small business is big busi‐
ness in Canada—have adequate time to adapt to new environments
and requirements. We therefore recommend a phased implementa‐
tion of CPPA and AIDA over a period of 36 months.

Thank you very much.
● (1640)

[Translation]
The Chair: Thank you very much.

We will immediately begin the discussion.

Mr. Perkins, you have the floor for six minutes.
[English]

Mr. Rick Perkins (South Shore—St. Margarets, CPC): Thank
you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you, witnesses. I know the tremendous amount of work
you've all done in preparing to be here today, and I want to thank
you for the amount of time you've spent with me over the last num‐
ber of months to expand and have a two-way conversation on how
we can improve this bill. It's really three bills and a complete re‐
placement of the Privacy Act, which is why it's so comprehensive
and huge for us to deal with. If we passed the artificial intelligence
bill, we'd probably be the first country in the world to actually get
one passed, because one hasn't really been passed yet that I'm
aware of.

Maybe I can start, because I have limited time.

Mr. Balsillie, as the co-founder of one of Canada's most iconic
companies, BlackBerry, which we were all addicted to at one
time—I wish I still were—you have some expertise on the idea of
innovation and what it takes to do innovation while balancing that
with protecting people's privacy. This new Liberal bill, which is on
the privacy side, is a bit of a rehash of a bill from the last Parlia‐
ment, which didn't make it through. In my view, it puts the interests
of corporations ahead of those of the individuals and the protection
of their privacy, since the purpose section, which is proposed sec‐
tion 5, says that the protection of personal privacy and the funda‐
mental right of businesses to access that information are of equal
importance. A subsequent series of clauses actually give businesses
more say, including proposed section 18 on legitimate interest and
the exceptions to express consent.

Do you agree that it's putting the interests of large corporations
and corporations in general ahead of individual privacy rights?

Mr. Jim Balsillie: Thank you for that question.

A fundamental right should be inalienable, not balanced. In Eu‐
rope, where you have the ability...it's the very narrowest of special
circumstances, but this idea that it's some kind of balanced propor‐
tionality does not make it fundamental and does not make it in‐
alienable. It's a fundamental flaw in the approach to it. It's either an
important right or it's not.

● (1645)

Mr. Rick Perkins: So, you would suggest, then, that if funda‐
mental right is put into proposed section 5 of the CPPA, as we pro‐
posed—I think as the NDP had, and now as the minister acknowl‐
edges needs to be done—it should have some sort of legal wording
that gives that paramountcy over the corporation's right in that
clause.

Mr. Jim Balsillie: That's correct. Absolutely.

Mr. Rick Perkins: In hearing witnesses so far.... We have a lot
more to hear, and we wish we could have more time than we do.
However, a number have said that we have to be very careful in
finding the fine line and the balance between protecting individual
privacy and squashing innovation and driving business out of
Canada if we go too overboard on protecting an individual's priva‐
cy. Do you agree that that's a concern in protecting individual priva‐
cy?

Mr. Jim Balsillie: Not at all.

I have a bit of an advantage over everyone here in that I was in
the small meeting where then Minister Bains and then deputy min‐
ister Knubley presented the original Bill C-11. They said that they
were approaching this as some kind of balance, and I said, “Who
concocted this concept of a trade-off between the two?” They, in
fact, re-enforce each other. It's a false dichotomy.
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Mr. Rick Perkins: One of the ways they do that—and I actually
don't think it's a balance; it's slanted towards businesses—is in pro‐
posed subsection 15(5) of the CPPA, which is the consent section.
The bill actually allows for implied consent and allows a business
to say, “Well, I think you agreed to this, so I'll decide to use your
data.”

Proposed subsection 18(3) says that if a business's “legitimate in‐
terest” is more important than the individual's, then the corporation
can use the data as it wishes—in fact, even if it harms people.

Proposed section 35 takes out the old language about scholarly
studies that says that research can be done for scholarly studies.
Proposed section 35 gives organizations the right to collect and use
data however they wish.

To me, it seems pretty wide open. Would you agree that those
specific clauses should be deleted from the bill?

Mr. Jim Balsillie: Absolutely.
Mr. Rick Perkins: Okay.

One of the issues that have been raised quite a bit is this issue of
collective group rights. As a marketer, I knew that I could buy
databases from across the world, try to de-identify stuff, and try to
target certain people because of certain behaviours. Do you believe
that this bill does anything to deal with the issue of corporations
trying to use group data to infer certain behaviours?

Mr. Jim Balsillie: No, it doesn't—and it should, because when
you make a decision, you affect those around you, who are affected
by the nature of the digital footprint that we collectively leave. Al‐
so, if you opt out but are part of a group that has agreed to these
things, you are profiled in that, even though you have pulled your‐
self out of it.

Understanding both the individual effects and the collective ef‐
fects needs to be a central aspect of this bill.

Mr. Rick Perkins: The Centre for Digital Rights' presentation to
the committee talked about cross-border flows of data. We know
that this is what businesses of all sizes do now and that other juris‐
dictions have looked at this issue of cross-border flows of data, but
this bill is silent on cross-border data flows.

Can you outline the inherent dangers to the protection of privacy
without any framework around cross-border flows? What do you
think should be included in there?

Mr. Jim Balsillie: Sure.

That's the root of the contention between the EU and the U.S.—
that you must have a sufficiency realm that the data is going to that
maintains the European threshold or else they don't allow the data
to be transferred. That's been the tremendous contention of the Eu‐
ropeans in standing up for European citizens.

If you have these rules here but they can move to another juris‐
diction that has lower standards, then all of those protections are
stripped. If it's boomeranging across, going from coast to coast in
Canada, but it boomerangs through a node in the U.S., it's all
stripped.

Mr. Rick Perkins: Thank you.
The Chair: Thank you very much.

Mr. Sorbara, go ahead.

Mr. Francesco Sorbara (Vaughan—Woodbridge, Lib.):
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Welcome, everyone.

Bill C-27 is a very important bill for consumers, for individuals
and for businesses, both domestically and internationally. One of
the things I've been able to glean just from the testimony today is
the regulatory alignment that's needed between us and other juris‐
dictions, and also that we in Canada benefit, sometimes, from
what's called a fiscal federation. Sometimes the provinces move
first, and sometimes we do, but we need to be on the same page due
to the importance of the material here.

This is for the Canadian Bankers Association.

In 2018, I was part of the finance committee when we did the
statutory review on money laundering and terrorist financing.
“Moving Canada Forward” was a report that we issued in Novem‐
ber 2018. You've raised some good things and some potential
amendments and so forth with regard to the CPPA in relation to
money laundering and terrorist financing. Can you comment on that
and add any more colour that you wish to add in that vein?

● (1650)

Ms. Lorraine Krugel: Thank you for the question.

With the money-laundering piece, certainly when we look at oth‐
er jurisdictions, Canada is behind with respect to combatting money
laundering and terrorist financing. Other case studies are already in
play in Europe, Estonia, Netherlands and the U.K. There is also in‐
formation sharing in the U.S. This allows those organizations to un‐
cover networks of criminal organizations that are leveraging the
fact that individual organizations in Canada have to report to the
government, but they cannot follow up to see whether or not the
transactions will go to another organization. That other organization
may not be reporting to the government, so the government cannot
see the whole piece of the puzzle with respect to those criminal net‐
works.

This information sharing will allow for more targeted and effec‐
tive reporting. We believe that it will actually increase the privacy
of Canadians. Right now, when we look at the amount of reporting
that goes from organizations to the government on a per capita ba‐
sis, it's twelve and a half times more than in the U.S. and 96 times
more than in the U.K.

The approach we're proposing is narrower than what the GDPR
permits. Many organizations can leverage the legitimate interest
provision in Europe to be able to do this type of sharing. Because
the legitimate interest in the CPPA does not permit disclosures,
we're proposing that it be linked to the proceeds of crime act to re‐
ally limit that sharing.

Mr. Francesco Sorbara: Okay.
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I would like to follow up. I believe the CMA commented that it
enabled small and medium-sized businesses to compete in the glob‐
al economy through Bill C-27 as it is. Can you elaborate on that?
Bill C-27 is a pretty in-depth bill. I almost wish I had gone to law
school to understand most of it, but we're trying to get through it.
Could you comment on that aspect quickly?

Then I have a follow-up question for Mr. Balsillie, if I have time.
Ms. Sara Clodman: Thank you for the question.

The law is designed to be principles-based. It does take into ac‐
count the size and type of business and the activities that an organi‐
zation is engaged in. It is very different from the European law,
which is very prescriptive, requires pages of box-ticking and needs
privacy lawyers to help people even understand. Even privacy
lawyers there have trouble understanding the requirements. For
small businesses here, that would be impossible.

This bill is much more balanced.
Mr. Francesco Sorbara: Mr. Balsillie, I had the pleasure of sit‐

ting with you when Mr. Breton, the European commissioner, was
here. I believe it was last year or something like that. I think we
were talking somewhat about the issues that we're talking about to‐
day.

The Europeans have been the first movers on a lot of aspects of
the new economy or industrial revolution 4.0 or 5.0—whichever
clichéd term we want to use. You have brought your views here in
terms of what you think is wrong and why. I respect that, of course.
We all do.

In terms of what Bill C-27 intends to do in relation to the mod‐
ernization of privacy and how we deal with privacy and AI, are
there aspects of the bill where we are going in the right direction?
Is it just absolutely going in the completely wrong direction?

Mr. Jim Balsillie: It's like saying that my bucket has 25 holes in
it and that's better than 30 holes, or if we get rid of 20 of the holes,
then we'll only have 10 left. I think the nature of the digital econo‐
my and the knowledge economy is that it's non-linear in its harms
from imperfection. It takes a small hole to drive a truck through, so
you need relative completeness or somebody will escape through a
small hatch.
● (1655)

Mr. Francesco Sorbara: I will say that if we're getting rid of 20
of the 25 holes, I think we're making progress.

Mr. Jim Balsillie: But you still have five holes in your bucket,
so it's not a bucket. That's my point.

The point is that incompleteness is deeply harmful, with the na‐
ture of the knowledge economy and the data economy. That's why
Canada is faltering with these prosperity and citizen wellness ef‐
fects. We have to be complete.
[Translation]

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Sorbara.

Mr. Villemure, the floor is yours.
Mr. René Villemure (Trois-Rivières, BQ): Thank you very

much, Mr. Chair.

Ms. Vipond, if memory serves me, I believe you testified before
the Standing Committee on Access to Information, Privacy and
Ethics not long ago.

The minister discussed a voluntary code of conduct regarding the
self-regulation of artificial intelligence. Do you think that's a realis‐
tic proposal?

[English]

Mr. Chris Roberts (Director, Social and Economic Policy,
Canadian Labour Congress): Can you repeat the question?

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: Yes. I'm sorry. Can you repeat it?

[Translation]

Mr. René Villemure (Trois-Rivières, BQ): Yes.
Mr.Champagne proposed a voluntary code of conduct for busi‐

nesses that would involve self-regulation. I'd like to know if you
think that's a realistic proposal.

[English]

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: Thank you for the question. My apologies
for making you repeat it.

I think that any time we go into voluntary we get into trouble,
just as a fundamental approach to the work, so we do have major
concerns there.

I would like to pass it on to my colleague, Chris, to flesh out our
response on that.

Mr. Chris Roberts: It's just that: I think industry self-regulation
in such an important area is precisely not what we need at the mo‐
ment. We need clear statutory and regulatory rules around industry
and clear expectations from industry.

[Translation]

Mr. René Villemure: Thank you very much.

Mr. Balsillie, what do you think the foreseeable effects of
Bill C‑27 will be based on jurisdictions and, in particular, in com‐
parison to Quebec's Bill 25?

[English]

Mr. Jim Balsillie: To contrast it with bill 25 in Quebec and its
effect on Quebec, I think the strategic approach of Bill C-27 will
disproportionately harm Quebec, worse than any other region in
Canada, for several reasons.

Number one, when you commodify social relationships and cul‐
tural properties and they can be exfiltrated and exploited, then you
diminish the distinct social society in its control within the
province.
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Second, when you create ambiguities or different thresholds be‐
tween the federal and the provincial, you'll naturally have lawyers
go deeply into exploiting the lower threshold. You're seeing that
happen with federal-provincial party data, where they're saying that
the feds control federal political data even though law 25 says that's
a provincial realm, but the position of the lawyers, in a judicial re‐
view happening in British Columbia now, is that it is not true.

Third, businesses will naturally arbitrage to the lowest jurisdic‐
tion. Picture a river between Quebec and another province. If
there's a high environmental rule on the Quebec side of the river
and a lower on the other side, the business will go to the lower part,
even though it's all the same river.

The best way to protect Quebec, Quebec society and the Quebec
economy is to make sure that every aspect of this bill is equal or
superior to the principles that are in law 25, and currently that is not
the case.
[Translation]

Mr. René Villemure: In a report from last year, you discussed a
concern about surveillance in connection with Bill C‑27.

Would you please clarify the concept of surveillance? What were
your fears?
[English]

Mr. Jim Balsillie: Well, the nature of the contemporary econo‐
my, the data economy, is that you absorb data on people to manipu‐
late them, and you use that data to do all kinds of things that benefit
the keeper, the controller, of that data, who puts them into algo‐
rithms.

My view of this is that you need to deal with this ex ante. Who
says you can collect that data? Who says you're allowed to manipu‐
late me? I come here representing civil society, as a citizen. The
harms of mismanagement here are deep and they are great, and they
don't benefit Canada or Canadians in this model.

When I was young, teachers smoked cigarettes in the classroom.
We are going to look back 10 years from now and say that it was
remarkably absurd that we did this to our children and our society.
This is your chance to be on the right side of history: what is good
for society, the vulnerable and the country, and what is not.
● (1700)

[Translation]
Mr. René Villemure: Do you think the bill will enable end users

to understand how their data and consent will ultimately be used?
Do you think users will be able to understand what they're consent‐
ing to?
[English]

Mr. Jim Balsillie: The answer is no, because so many of the
people who consent are forced into a consent model or there's im‐
plied consent or there's no need to disclose there is consent. There
are aspects of algorithms that who knows if you can contest if you
don't know what's going on.

Look at the mental health crisis for our kids. What is driving
this? What does that say about our society? This is a product of ma‐

nipulation of vulnerable people, whether it's older people, younger
people or marginalized people.

[Translation]

Mr. René Villemure: So it's manipulation in every case.

[English]

Mr. Jim Balsillie: Yes.

[Translation]

Mr. René Villemure: You said the government didn't have a
strategy in the matter. Could you tell us more about that?

[English]

Mr. Jim Balsillie: Yes. I went to the government when they said
they had the first national AI strategy, and they said there were no
documents. That was reported in the news—in The Globe and
Mail—in February.

[Translation]

The Chair: Thank you very much, Mr. Villemure.

I now yield the floor to Ms. McPherson.

[English]

Ms. Heather McPherson (Edmonton Strathcona, NDP):
Thank you, Mr. Chair, and thank you for letting me join you at this
committee today.

I have some questions for our guests from the Canadian Labour
Congress, if I could.

First of all, there have been concerns raised about the risks and
limitations of housing the AI and data commissioner in ISED.
Could you elaborate on the problems and concerns of this model?
Could you also perhaps comment on whether or not it would be
more effective, transparent and accountable if the AI and data com‐
missioner was completely independent and was an officer of Parlia‐
ment, like the Parliamentary Budget Officer?

Thank you.

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: As we stated, currently, by housing it in
the same place, we're asking for the promotion of AI to happen but
also for the checks and balances to supposedly happen in the same
place. We know that independence would offer an opportunity to
ensure that we're meeting what should be the goals: What is the ef‐
fect on Canadians? What is the effect on democracy?

It's not reasonable to expect that those whose job is actually to
promote AI are able to put those checks and balances in place as
well. We believe it absolutely should be housed separately.

Ms. Heather McPherson: Thank you very much, Ms. Vipond.

It's nice to see you, by the way. I wish I were there to see you in
person.
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My next question is this. Since this bill was introduced, as it has
progressed over the year it's been in the House, many issues have
been raised about the consultations that have taken place. Specifi‐
cally, concerns have been raised about the limits of the existing AI
advisory council as a way to engage civil society on AI.

Could you elaborate on these limits and on what you would sug‐
gest would be a better model?

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: Absolutely. We are strong believers that
social dialogue is our best position to make any decision. Getting to
this point, where there hasn't been enough social dialogue—espe‐
cially, for us, involving unions as part of that.... We have big con‐
cerns. What are we trying to protect?

Workers are excited about certain parts of AI, but they're also
very concerned. The wrong type of design will send us down a road
that could have huge impacts on people's jobs. Currently, we're not
part of that dialogue in a way in which we can actually make sure
that this is designed so that we are ensuring that this is an opportu‐
nity and that we are mitigating the risk to jobs and to workers.

Ms. Heather McPherson: Thank you.

As the evaluation and analysis of this bill have progressed, ques‐
tions about why we think government and Crown corporations
should be included in the scope of the act have been raised. Perhaps
you could just provide some of your thoughts on this and why you
think, or possibly believe, that the government and Crown corpora‐
tions should be included.
● (1705)

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: Absolutely. From a workers' point of
view, by excluding Crown corporations and government, we've ex‐
cluded a significant number of workers who are affected by AI. In a
lot of good ways, Crown corporations and our government have in‐
vested in AI and are developing AI, but they are somehow not go‐
ing to be part of the regulations or rules around that, or be part of
the discussions we're having, and should be having, around this bill.

We strongly support all those workers who need to be included
so that we can see that we are keeping checks and balances and
there are mandatory rules and regulations around what's being done
in terms of workplaces within the Crown corporations and the gov‐
ernment.

Ms. Heather McPherson: Thank you.

From your perspective, I'd like a little bit of insight on how AI
regulation has been approached in Canada versus the United States,
and which mechanisms and which things you prefer.

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: I think we're all aware of the executive
order that came down yesterday. I think the beginning of that exec‐
utive order from President Biden starts with the need to look at how
Americans are affected. I think that's what we should be doing here
in Canada. How are people being affected? That is the starting
point. How are workers being affected?

Then, when you look further in terms of what the executive order
in the United States is stating, it's also recognizing the impact on
workers, the impact on unions and the role that unions should play
in that discussion in terms of designing it. It's also laying out that
there needs to be constant evaluation, whether it's around the im‐

pact on jobs or the impact on equity, which is all work that we be‐
lieve should continue.

As we said at the beginning, we can design this so that we're
having discussions and putting ourselves in a position of opportuni‐
ty, or we can design this in a way where we're undermining the
work that I think we need to be doing further. For us, there's not
enough balance in terms of approaching this. It has to be about peo‐
ple. It has to be about workers. We have to ensure that workers are
part of that discussion and respect the commitment we have in
Canada to social dialogue.

Ms. Heather McPherson: Thank you.

Mr. Chair, how much time do I have left?
The Chair: You're over by five seconds, Ms. McPherson, but

we'll get back to you.

I will now yield the floor to Mr. Vis, for five minutes.
Mr. Brad Vis (Mission—Matsqui—Fraser Canyon, CPC):

Thank you, Mr. Chair, and thank you to all the witnesses today.

I'm going to start with the Canadian Marketing Association.

Ms. Clodman, would you be comfortable collecting and using
sensitive information of minors for a socially beneficial purpose, as
defined in the legislation, without the proposed legislation defining
what a minor is?

Ms. Sara Clodman: The Canadian Marketing Association has
been a leader in developing rules and guidance for marketers when
it comes to using children's information. We have rules that start at
anyone under 13, and any use of their data would need the express
consent of the parent.

Mr. Brad Vis: How can a parent provide express consent for a
child's information when that child might just simply agree to pro‐
vide consent on a computer application without the parent's knowl‐
edge? How would a company differentiate between data collected
in an inappropriate way, or in certain cases, as you mentioned,
when the parent did provide that consent?

Ms. Sara Clodman: In the case of children, our view is that if
it's a company that is dealing in an area where it knows it is specifi‐
cally reaching children, it should set up a system to make sure it is
getting the parental consent.

Mr. Brad Vis: Thank you. That's very helpful.

Would you agree that we might consider looking at the U.K.
model, which has tiered ages of consent? In fact, it has five differ‐
ent levels related to minors, indicating how information is collected
in each of those circumstances.

You mentioned that 13 is a threshold age. Can we do a better job
in Canada by including in this legislation a specific and detailed
protocol that ensures children are not exploited online for commer‐
cial purposes?

Ms. Sara Clodman: If you're talking about an online harms type
of thing, that would be different legislation.

This bill deals with privacy.
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Mr. Brad Vis: No, I am talking about commercial or business
interests.

Ms. Sara Clodman: In terms of privacy, our code actually does
have three steps, not five.

Mr. Brad Vis: For this legislation, though, and not your code, do
you believe we should enshrine very prescriptive language in this
legislation to protect children?
● (1710)

Ms. Sara Clodman: That is something I'd have to take back to
my membership in terms of how detailed it should be in the legisla‐
tion.

Mr. Brad Vis: Thank you for your time.

Mr. Balsillie, first off, thank you for your comments. I really do
feel.... I am very concerned about this bill. I think it is broken, pri‐
marily because the minister came before our committee and said
that he wanted to protect children but didn't define in the legislation
what a fundamental right to privacy would be for a child, even
though it's a second iteration of this bill itself. That's very problem‐
atic for me.

On page three of your report, “Not Fit For Purpose—Canada De‐
serves Much Better”, regarding this bill, it states, “Most important‐
ly, it fails to address the reality that dominant data-driven enterpris‐
es have shifted away from a service-oriented business model to‐
wards one that relies on monetizing PI”.

I am so concerned about the mental health crisis you outlined
with respect to youth and the vulnerability that children face every
day when they go online, even in their own classroom, as was out‐
lined in a Globe and Mail report last year.

Is there any circumstance...? Are we getting to the point that we
need to put the hammer down as legislators and go really far in pro‐
tecting children in this bill, because we have no idea what harms
are going to come their way in the next 10-15 years?

Mr. Jim Balsillie: I welcome your question.

Not to drop names, but I keep very close relationships with good
friends on this, like Beeban Kidron, who is founder and chair of the
U.K. 5Rights Foundation for kids, and Shoshana Zuboff, with
whom I am very close and we'll be here together in Ottawa in
February with many other developmental psychologists.

Fundamentally, when we were growing up, when something hap‐
pened to you, you went into your bedroom and you licked your
wounds for a couple of hours or a day, and you came back out. In
this current process, where you cannot retreat and heal, there is a
permanent record of this, and it undermines the healthy develop‐
mental process.

I could go on and on.

Mr. Brad Vis: [Inaudible—Editor]
The Chair: Mr. Vis, I'm sorry. Your time's up, and there's some‐

thing wrong with your microphone. Out of courtesy to the inter‐
preters, we'll stop it there.

I'll now turn to Madame Lapointe.

[Translation]

Ms. Viviane Lapointe (Sudbury, Lib.): Thank you, Mr. Chair.

[English]

My first question is for Ms. Krugel.

Some stakeholders have raised concerns about the fine balance
we need in order to ensure that the privacy of Canadians is fully
protected through this legislation, while also allowing for the posi‐
tive benefits of online tools that use data to drive innovation. What
is your perspective on how we can find that appropriate balance?

Ms. Lorraine Krugel: We believe that PIPEDA actually had a
lot of elements around this. It already had organizations considering
what was reasonable and what would be reasonable uses relating to
personal information. That was in the Privacy Commissioner's
guidance a lot. Now we see the CPPA taking those good things
from PIPEDA and encoding the Privacy Commissioner's guidance
around appropriate uses and reasonability.

When it comes to innovation, we believe there is a need for orga‐
nizations to be able to leverage the information in a responsible
way to be able to do this. We see this in some of the areas where
there's more permission to use de-identified information for internal
research and development and analytics purposes—again, in a re‐
sponsible way.

We want to make sure that there are appropriate limits on some
of this as well. We have a concern with respect to the prohibition on
reidentifying information, because we believe that a lot of organiza‐
tions, when they do their analysis and are looking for ways to inno‐
vate, will often de-identify information just to keep it safe. When
you have a prohibition on reidentifying it, organizations won't do
de-identification just for safeguarding. We think that's one area
where an improvement can be made, but the use of de-identified in‐
formation for internal purposes is very welcome.

Ms. Viviane Lapointe: Thank you.

My next question is for Ms. Clodman.

You mentioned in the opening statement that your organization
serves many small and medium-sized enterprises. Can you tell this
committee what the key considerations for SMEs would be in pri‐
vacy law? In your view, does the consumer privacy protection act
reflect these considerations?

● (1715)

Ms. Sara Clodman: I think the most important thing is take into
account the variable capabilities of SMEs when they are collecting
data, and I think the bill does achieve that. It needs a few tweaks in
order to really help SMEs.

One of the most significant ones would be in the area of chil‐
dren's data. Careful consideration has to be made when thinking
about what the rules should be. The simple provision that's in the
bill right now is a very blunt instrument to deal with a very impor‐
tant topic.
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For example, if a child goes to Canadian Tire to buy a mug, or if
any person goes to Canadian Tire to buy a mug, with this provision,
in the way it's written, Canadian Tire will have to determine
whether that person is a minor. If so, the data will have to be buck‐
eted separately. It's day-to-day transactions like that, not just for
large organizations, but for small organizations. They would have
to be able to keep track of which of their customers are minors.
When they're not selling products to minors, or absent things where
there are concerns, it's a lot of extra administrative work that is very
costly for small businesses.

Ms. Viviane Lapointe: Can you tell us how the exceptions to
consent in the consumer privacy protection act compare to the Eu‐
ropean Union's privacy laws?

Ms. Sara Clodman: Let me start by saying that consent and in‐
formed consent are extremely important in any privacy law. Those
rules exist as well. The CPPA calls for clearer disclosure built on
the existing rules, but the Achilles heel of disclosure is consent fa‐
tigue. In Europe, people have to consent to so much all the time
that they don't carefully read the notices about what they're con‐
senting to, so their consent becomes less well informed.

That is a major issue and it's something we'd like to avoid here.
[Translation]

The Chair: Thank you, Ms. Lapointe.

You have the floor, Mr. Villemure.
Mr. René Villemure: Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

Ms. Vipond, there are a lot of creators in my riding of Trois-
Rivières.

Do you think that the part of the bill concerning artificial intelli‐
gence protects creators?
[English]

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: Thank you for the question.

This is a big concern that folks who work in the creative indus‐
tries have, because, again, it's about the discussion. What does a
compensation model look like? We're hearing that a lot in the me‐
dia right now around performers and how their image can be
looked at and used past the point.... Are they being compensated
properly?

We also hear about creation, whether it's writing or the creation
of art, and what happens to that afterwards. I don't think it's being
addressed in an appropriate way, but we also aren't setting the table
for those workers to be at the table to actually have those discus‐
sions so that we can be building it in the right way.
[Translation]

Mr. René Villemure: Thank you very much.

Mr. Balsillie, do you think this bill protects creators?
[English]

Mr. Jim Balsillie: No, I do not. I think the mistake with the cre‐
ators, particularly in relation to Ms. Vipond's comment on AI, is
that the government put its shoes on first and is now trying to put
on its socks, and we have to start over.

You begin with the consultation and the dialogue with the stake‐
holders. Then you create your white paper, and then you go to leg‐
islation. Now we're trying to figure out what to do with our socks
without taking off our shoes. We just have to take them off and start
over.

[Translation]

Mr. René Villemure: Creators in my riding are very concerned
and feel powerless.

What could we do to improve the bill and reassure creators?

[English]

Mr. Jim Balsillie: We have to understand that we live in a world
of digital mediation that has economic and non-economic effects,
but how we govern these is through social structures.

When the car was invented, we decided there should be speed
limits in front of schools and blood alcohol limits. It's the same
here. In economics, you begin with norms. You define what you
value, and then you work back from there with an appropriate tool
kit. We do have the tool kits to achieve our norms, but we have to
put our norms up front, and then we have to be cognizant of what's
an effective tool kit to manifest it.

I think you have all the power in the world to create historic leg‐
islation here. I just want to see that you actually manifest the norms
that you care about.

● (1720)

[Translation]

Mr. René Villemure: As an ethicist, I am very happy to hear
you refer to norms and values that must be in harmony in order to
create this act, which would be exemplary.

You've previously spoken out about the fact that political parties
aren't subject to Bill C‑27. Would you please clarify that view a lit‐
tle further?

[English]

Mr. Jim Balsillie: Yes, in Europe, for adequacy—and don't as‐
sume this bill will get adequacy in Europe—the two most sensitive
types of information are children's information and political party
information, which were not included in Bill C-27.

There's a minimum standard in British Columbia, and the politi‐
cal parties under the budget bill are claiming that they trump that
under a judicial review right now, which is effectively no oversight
whatsoever. It shows that you're playing with our democratic struc‐
tures, our global adequacy and what is a constitutional realm for the
provinces and the federal level here. I don't know for what purpose.
I don't see anything wrong with raising an appropriate standard and
then putting together the proper tool kit to look after the country we
all love.
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[Translation]
Mr. René Villemure: You mentioned Shoshana Zuboff earlier.

Do you think that Bill C‑27 will encourage or stifle surveillance
capitalism?
[English]

Mr. Jim Balsillie: Bill C-27 turbocharges surveillance capital‐
ism. I talked to Shoshana last week, and we worked through this.
She is coming here in February. This turbocharge is insane.
[Translation]

Mr. René Villemure: That's very interesting. Thank you.

Ms. Fortin LeFaivre, do you think that Bill C‑27 should align
with Quebec's legislation and that the latter should prevail?

Ms. Catherine Fortin LeFaivre: From what our members have
told us, certain specific elements should be aligned with Quebec's
Bill 25. I'm thinking of the word “minor”, for example. The age is
set at 14 in Quebec. We think we should rely on that. I'm also think‐
ing of the definition of “anonymize” and of the scope of the indi‐
vidual right of recourse. Several elements rely on the principle of
interoperability.

Many businesses already comply with Bill 25, which was passed
last year, and tell us we should adopt certain aspects of that legisla‐
tion.

The Chair: Thank you very much, Mr. Villemure.

Go ahead, Ms. McPherson.
[English]

Ms. Heather McPherson: Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Balsillie, I have a question for you about the privacy tri‐
bunal—similar to the Competition Tribunal that exists—where de‐
cisions, rulings or potential orders of the Privacy Commissioner
would be challenged by organizations or businesses. This has been
demonstrated by the Competition Bureau's rejecting and reversing
decisions of the competition commissioner in the case of Rogers'
takeover of Shaw, for example.

Other countries do not have this additional quasi-judicial body
that seems to obstruct what independent agencies have decided.
Parties to these decisions of the Privacy Commissioner can always
go to the Federal Court, as in other countries, if they disagree with
the decision. In fact, they can go to the Federal Court even to ap‐
peal the decisions of the privacy tribunal.

What is your opinion of the privacy tribunal? Is this an extra lay‐
er that just delays function and will hinder the Privacy Commis‐
sioner's office from carrying out its necessary functions and enforc‐
ing its decisions?

Mr. Jim Balsillie: I don't know who came up with this idea of a
tribunal. I think it's a mistake; it shouldn't be there. It undermines
the courts. It undermines the commissioner. I think it just adds an‐
other layer, as you said. If you're a corporation trying to negotiate
with the commissioner, you'll just shrug your shoulders and say,
“I'll see you in the tribunal”, which is quasi-judicial.

Why do we need it when we have perfectly legitimate courts that
are bound by all the jurisprudence? No other country in the world

has it. Nobody asked for it. Who in the world inserted this and un‐
der what kind of consultation? When I saw it, I thought, “Who did
this?”

Ms. Heather McPherson: That's very clear. Thank you, Mr.
Balsillie.

Ms. Vipond, could you provide your perspective on that as well,
please?

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: Yes. For us, there has to be an ability for
checks and balances. As we've said before, it needs to exist outside
of that process.

Then, overall, when we're just looking at who has a say in the de‐
cision-making, we're always going to go back to that. We're not
there yet. We need to have more social dialogue before we get to
the point of looking past that point.

● (1725)

Ms. Heather McPherson: Thank you.

I'll just stick with you for one last question very quickly.

Why should directors and officers be held personally liable for
violations of their businesses?

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: It's because people make decisions, and
those decisions have impacts. This idea that you are suddenly not
responsible for what happens alleviates a chain of responsibility
that needs to exist. We see this when we're looking at almost all
labour law, where, if you make decisions in a workplace, that has
an effect. If you make decisions that are going to have an effect,
you should be liable or you should be responsible for those deci‐
sions. That's why we're advocating for that.

Ms. Heather McPherson: Thank you very much.

[Translation]

The Chair: Thank you very much.

Mr. Généreux, you have the floor.

Mr. Bernard Généreux (Montmagny—L'Islet—Kamouras‐
ka—Rivière-du-Loup, CPC): Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Thanks to the witnesses. Welcome to the great Liberal darkness
club. This makes me feel like a dog chasing its tail. I use that
metaphor because I just saw Ms. McPherson's dog on the screen.

We are all here to discuss a bill that, as Mr. Champagne an‐
nounced to us three weeks ago, would be subject to eight amend‐
ments, some of which will be major.

Mr. Balsillie, earlier you said that Mr. Bains consulted you at the
time about Bill C-11 and that you had made recommendations. The
current minister, Mr. Champagne, tells us he has consulted 300 or‐
ganizations and experts.
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Ms. Vipond, you clearly weren't in the group. At any rate, many
of the witnesses here probably weren't in the consulting group,
since they're asking us today to hold more consultations and that
they be permanent and ongoing depending on how the bill evolves.

Mr. Balsillie, almost all the comments you've made on this bill
thus far have been negative. Can you see anything anywhere in this
bill that might be positive, or do you think we should simply toss it
out and start over?

Based on what we have before us today, I think we've confused
“privacy” with “artificial intelligence”. These are two completely
different things, but we're putting everything in the same basket.

We would've liked to hear what you had to say about artificial in‐
telligence. I'm convinced you would have liked to talk to us about
that at greater length as well. So allow me to give you the floor.
[English]

Mr. Jim Balsillie: Yes, I would like to put the sock on first with
AI.

First of all, I said in my testimony that we should start over with
AI. I agree.

Second, I think that the tribunal should be scrapped. There's no
purpose for it other than to undermine the effective process. I do
think that the privacy provisions can be fixed, but you have to fix
them comprehensively. That's why I used the allegory of a bucket.
If you leave one or two holes in a bucket, it's not a bucket, but you
can patch all the holes. It is not a bargain to say, “I'll give you 10
holes to fix, but I'm going to leave 10 holes.” You can patch all the
holes in the privacy act, but you must do it. There's no reason that I
can see that's legitimate for the tribunal. I think that artificial intelli‐
gence is so central and so comprehensive that it has to be done right
or it will be forever toxic.
[Translation]

Mr. Bernard Généreux: I'd like to address the representatives
of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce.

I'm a businessman. I have 40 employees in my various business‐
es, and we're awash in bureaucracy and red tape. Do you think that
businesses with 100 employees or less, for example, a figure that
appears in other bills, shouldn't be subject to the act or that they
should be subject in a different way?

We know that small businesses are the economic backbone of
this country. Should they be treated differently?

Ms. Catherine Fortin LeFaivre: That's a good question. We
didn't address it in our remarks.

Are you referring to the bill as a whole or to the part concerning
the Artificial Intelligence and Data Act, or AIDA?

Mr. Bernard Généreux: I'm thinking particularly of certain pro‐
visions that might force businesses to deal with a lot of red tape to
comply with the act.
● (1730)

Ms. Catherine Fortin LeFaivre: We always take care to im‐
prove the process and help small businesses survive.

I'd like to put that question to our members, but I can tell you
that, generally speaking, if we think a measure may help small
businesses, then we support it.

Mr. Bernard Généreux: Ms. Vipond, have you been consulted?

[English]

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: This is, I guess, part of that process, but
we think there can be a more meaningful way to do things at the
table because, as we said, we're very concerned that the design is
going to undo and go against human rights if AI is—

Mr. Bernard Généreux: My question is whether you've been
consulted on this piece of legislation.

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: I guess we're here, but, yes, we think it
could be more.

[Translation]

Mr. Bernard Généreux: The minister says he has met with
300 organizations and individuals. You said you had three million
members in various sectors across Canada, didn't you?

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: Yes.

Mr. Bernard Généreux: But you were never consulted.

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: No.

The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Généreux.

Mr. Turnbull, the floor is yours.

[English]

Mr. Ryan Turnbull (Whitby, Lib.): Thanks, Chair.

Thanks to all the witnesses for being here today. It's a very useful
discussion.

Ms. Krugel from the banking association, maybe I'll start with
you. I think the banks generally have a clear understanding of what
the CPPA will look like federally. From your perspective, will this
bill help raise the floor for businesses across the country?

Ms. Lorraine Krugel: We believe the CPPA takes what's best
from PIPEDA and strengthens it.

We also think that it's very important that the federal law be a
guiding principle when the provinces start their privacy reform. Ob‐
viously, Quebec has done theirs already, but we know there are oth‐
er provinces that are looking to do their own thing. It would be very
helpful to have consistency and interoperability, so it would be in
the best interests of organizations of all sizes, and also consumers,
to have a consistent experience across provinces and federally.

Mr. Ryan Turnbull: Do you think that's possible with the way
the bill is already worded?
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Ms. Lorraine Krugel: It would be, with some targeted amend‐
ments, which we have put out in our proposal.

Mr. Ryan Turnbull: Thank you for that.

Ms. Clodman, I hear your point about consent fatigue. I thought
that was a really good point. I personally have experienced that, al‐
though obviously informed consent is very important.

I think the notion of norms came up earlier. In your opening re‐
marks, you mentioned that consumers want protections. They also
want services to be delivered intuitively. They also want to share
data, and they kind of expect to receive discounts or expect that at
least that data will help provide them with discounts—and often
that is kind of implied. People also value personalization. I think
many of us can probably agree that this is part of the norms that ex‐
ist out there today in terms of consumers' behaviour and their rela‐
tionships with different types of businesses.

From my perspective, based on your comments, it sounds as
though it is contrary to what Mr. Balsillie said about it being a bal‐
ance. Could you speak to that balance and getting it right a little bit
more?

Ms. Sara Clodman: Absolutely. Thank you for the question.

It is very important to remember that this bill has two purposes.
We believe both of those purposes can be fulfilled in harmony. One
is to protect consumers' personal information, which is extremely
important. The other is to enable businesses to succeed and inno‐
vate.

What we need, at the end of the day, is to make sure that, in a
situation where a customer would not expect their data to be used in
a certain way, that consumer has the opportunity to express consent
and agree to the use of their data. However, in cases where a con‐
sumer would expect their data to be used in a certain way for regu‐
lar business activities, they should not be asked to consent. That is
when consent fatigue happens.

Mr. Ryan Turnbull: I can see how that makes sense.

I can also see the flip side. There are some drawbacks to that, po‐
tentially. How do we know what consumers expect? We would
need to have quite a lot of information about that.

Do you feel confident that this bill is getting it right, in terms of
how it's defining “legitimate interest” in the various clauses? I think
they imply some understanding of where those boundaries are.
● (1735)

Ms. Sara Clodman: The bill requires organizations—including
not-for-profits looking to find funders and communicate with those
funders—to make decisions about whether it is a regular activity. If
they make the wrong decision, they are subject to significant fines
under this bill, and to orders from the commissioner that can re‐
quire them to stop collecting and using data. There is also reputa‐
tional damage and the potential of a private right of action. Those
are very significant incentives for companies to get it right.

Mr. Ryan Turnbull: Thank you for that.

Mr. Boms, I think we haven't shown you enough love today. It
seems as if the people in the room have gotten the preference. I
want to ask you a question.

You described, in your opening remarks, some significant bene‐
fits to the right of data mobility and portability included in CPPA.
Can you elaborate further on some of those? Is there anything you
didn't have a chance to say in your opening remarks that you could
put on the record?

Mr. Steve Boms: Thank you for the question.

Indeed, data portability in the financial services context bestows
upon a consumer or an SME the ability to choose the tool, product
or service that is best suited for them. There is not nearly as much
competition in the financial services sector in Canada as there ex‐
ists in multiple other jurisdictions. Because Canada does not have
this data portability right, consumers and SMEs in Canada may find
themselves stuck with their current service provider, which doesn't
help push down fees or improve services, products and tools. It can
also be a significant barrier to SMEs and consumers trying to im‐
prove their financial life if they can't find the tool or product that is
best suited for them.

The data portability right, in our view, brings Canada on par with
many other countries that have gone further than Canada has, so
far.

Mr. Ryan Turnbull: Thank you.

[Translation]

The Chair: Thank you very much, Mr. Turnbull.

Mr. Falk, you now have the floor.

[English]

Go ahead.

Mr. Ted Falk (Provencher, CPC): Thank you to all the witness‐
es for coming here.

Mr. Balsillie, I'd like to start with you.

In your comments and responses to questions, you talked a lot
about personal privacy, surveillance and protecting prosperity.
When you were the co-CEO of BlackBerry, you demonstrated that.
I don't think there's anybody in this room who has been the custodi‐
an of more personal private data than you have been, so you're
speaking from a position of authority, experience and knowledge.
You prioritized individual security and privacy for people. Ten
years ago, when I became an MP, BlackBerry was the only option
we had for telephones because of the security aspect of it.

During COVID, this government, together with their NDP coali‐
tion partners and through the Public Health Agency of Canada, col‐
luded with Telus to trample on Canadians' individual privacy by
tracking them. Is that the kind of thing you're concerned about with
this legislation, that it doesn't protect Canadians from that kind of
behaviour? They did it without a judicial authorization.
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Mr. Jim Balsillie: If I may, I'm going to answer this a little indi‐
rectly. I dialogue a lot at the subnational level with premiers who
are grappling with issues of data and identity systems and so on.
People like to talk about efficiency. I explain to them that they must
first invest in trust in governance. Somebody can't build a 20-storey
skyscraper in your backyard without talking to you. You are all
politicians who go through policy discourse, yet when it comes to
these digital realms, there's a tendency to bypass the trust in gover‐
nance phase, yet the power and impact are profound.

The most important things are the elements of dialogue, the ele‐
ments of transparency, the elements of governance, so that people
know that they can trust what you're doing and that there's going to
be democratic recourse if you slip over the line. That's okay, but if
you come top-down or if you do it absent transparency or with
sneaky carve-outs, it collapses trust, and that shuts down a lot of
things.

Independent of the harms these things do, you lose the social li‐
cence to move ahead in an era when we need social licence because
we can't ignore the potential of these digital technologies to help us
in a pandemic. However, there's a proper way to do these things,
and there's an undermining way to do these things.
● (1740)

Mr. Ted Falk: Ms. Fortin LeFaivre of the Canadian Chamber of
Commerce, you said that you really hadn't consulted with members
as to how they would feel about the additional reporting require‐
ments that this bill would demand of small businesses. What do you
expect the response to be?

I know that when the CFIB recently came to my office and gave
me responses from the members they had in my riding, they report‐
ed back that one of the biggest concerns that small businesses have
is the reporting requirements and the red tape. Did you get the same
feedback through your members?

Ms. Ulrike Bahr-Gedalia: I'd gladly jump in here. Thank you
for the question, Mr. Falk.

As the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, we don't have a large
number of small businesses that we represent. Though it is very di‐
verse across sectors and across jurisdictions and industries as well,
the few that we have engaged with haven't really commented on it,
if I may say so.

We do engage in consultations with all of our members. I'm lead‐
ing most of the innovation and digital economy files and commit‐
tees through that. I haven't heard back in particular, I must say,
from the portion of the small to medium-sized businesses. Howev‐
er, you may wish to define them. I think there was mention earlier
of 100 employees or fewer. It depends sometimes on the jurisdic‐
tion. Having resided in Nova Scotia for a long time, I think it was
even less than that.

They have not been proactively participating in the dialogue, but
I can envision that there are great burdens that they would attach to
any reporting and so forth. However, I can't comment, and
shouldn't, on their behalf, as they haven't voiced it as such.
[Translation]

The Chair: Thank you very much.

Mr. Villemure, the floor is yours.

Mr. René Villemure: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Balsillie, you discussed the difficult interoperability with Eu‐
rope in the context of Bill C‑27. Could you be more specific on that
subject?

[English]

Mr. Jim Balsillie: Absolutely.

First of all, I was commenting on adequacy. You have to main‐
tain a threshold to interact with Europeans in the Canadian realm.
When you look at the elements, very simply, of how you deal with
children's data and how you deal with political party data, I don't
believe that would survive a test.

Politicians can talk all they want, but if it goes to court and the
judge says...just like they did in the Schrems II decision, you get
shut down, and then you have to fix it in an emergency. Again, why
not do it right the first time to protect Canadian business and Cana‐
dian citizens?

Just do it right.

[Translation]

Mr. René Villemure: In its present state, do you think Bill C‑27
would be a good act when you consider generative artificial intelli‐
gence, better known as ChatGPT?

[English]

Mr. Jim Balsillie: No. I think what's happened since the original
draft of this is that generative technologies have come to the fore.
We used to think of data...and then you run an algorithm against it
to get a result. Now you have data and an algorithm trains off it and
says goodbye.

I will say—and this is beyond the scope of this committee—that
you now have to think of what the infrastructure of a sovereign
country is, because Europe has done what's called Gaia-X, a
sovereign cloud. They're doing sovereign language models, because
just to protect your data, but not control the rest of it.... In a sense,
it'd be like us having our water treatment but not having our
sovereign waste-water treatment. What is a sovereign country in an
era of data and generative AI? We have to start thinking of what is
national infrastructure and what is sovereign infrastructure. I
chaired a panel on this subnationally, and I would extend it to the
infrastructure, given what's developed in the past year, but our man‐
date was done a year ago. Yes, we have to get on with it.
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Europe's been doing sovereign infrastructure with Gaia-X, with
two billion euros for four years. They have their big summit next
week in Spain. They have hundreds of companies. They have an in‐
teroperability framework. They have a permissions framework and
an index of sharing. We should just draft right off it. We could do it
federally and provincially. It's open-source. Infrastructure has to be
talked about as part of this digital realm of data. It's there.
● (1745)

[Translation]
Mr. René Villemure: You're talking about adequacy. As we all

know, adequacy is a form of social capital.

Unless we act or perhaps completely redo Bill C‑27, do you
think that social capital would be threatened?
[English]

Mr. Jim Balsillie: Yes. I chaired a panel on data authority for the
Province of Ontario and I've been talking to them. In these ele‐
ments of new privacy legislation and digital sharing protocols, it's a
persistent structured form of consultation, including labour, includ‐
ing parents and including all kinds of communities, so that the li‐
cence has to be developed and maintained, because this moves lat‐
erally.

Yes, I think social licence needs to be a central part of the ongo‐
ing operating realm of data, in both public and private sectors.
[Translation]

Mr. René Villemure: Thank you very much.

Mr. Elder, you are a privacy law expert. In your opinion, when
an average user clicks on “Accept”, does he actually understand the
end use of his consent?
[English]

Mr. David Elder (Head, Privacy and Data Protection Group,
Stikeman Elliott LLP, Canadian Marketing Association): I'm
sorry. I missed part of that. I wasn't getting the volume.

I apologize.
[Translation]

Mr. René Villemure: I'll repeat.

Do you think an average user understands the end use of his con‐
sent when he clicks on “Accept”?
[English]

Mr. David Elder: I think it depends very much on the scenario
you're talking about. Sometimes there are some pretty simple data
uses. We have to remember that this bill, for example, covers a
wide range of industries and businesses, so certainly in more simple
transactions, I would think that, in many cases, the answer would
be yes. If you're talking about a more complicated transaction and
use of algorithms, I'm not sure that the average user would always
necessarily understand—
[Translation]

Mr. René Villemure: For example, when a citizen or user clicks
“Accept” on the website of Le Figaro, the newspaper, is he able to
understand how his data will ultimately be used?

[English]
Mr. David Elder: I suppose it depends on whether they've read

the document to which they're consenting and understand the priva‐
cy policy.

[Translation]
Mr. René Villemure: All right.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
The Chair: Thank you, Mr. Villemure.

[English]

I'll now yield the floor to MP Van Bynen.

I'm sorry. I skipped you in the last round, but the floor is yours,
MP Van Bynen.

I went from Mr. Falk to Mr. Villemure, but it should have been
MP Van Bynen.

Mr. Tony Van Bynen (Newmarket—Aurora, Lib.): Thank you
very much.

My question will be for Ms. Krugel.

Particularly with respect to the Canadian Bankers Association,
what barriers would an organization have to overcome to meet the
new obligations under the consumer privacy protection act?

Ms. Lorraine Krugel: Are you asking what the net new obliga‐
tions are compared with those of today?
● (1750)

Mr. Tony Van Bynen: Yes. How substantive are they in terms of
implementation, and what would it take?

Ms. Lorraine Krugel: There are a number that are actually quite
substantive. PIPEDA is very principles-based. Organizations have
been able to scale what they do according to the circumstance.

The CPPA takes inspiration from the GDPR and the law in Que‐
bec, and some of the key concepts are very prescriptive. Some of
those can be very.... It can take a lot to implement. For example, re‐
lating to the automated decision system, this is a provision that goes
beyond what the GDPR and Quebec do. Both Quebec and GDPR
only focus on scenarios that are exclusively automated, and the or‐
ganization would need to tell the individual when a decision is sole‐
ly automated.

Under the CPPA, organizations will have to consider all of the
automated systems, which could be AI systems or even an Excel
spreadsheet that is automated, and have an understanding of
whether they assist in the decision-making or in making a predic‐
tion or a recommendation. There's a lot.... The organization would
need to take a look at almost everything they do and be prepared to
provide explanations to individuals. With respect to training and
understanding all of these processes, it can be quite cumbersome.

That's one element.
Mr. Tony Van Bynen: There's a discussion about a two-year cy‐

cle for implementation. Is that correct?
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Ms. Lorraine Krugel: Yes. Some of these requirements—any
changes to consent and anything that requires changes to a sys‐
tem—can have a very long runway, particularly in larger, complex
organizations. Even printing out new consent forms and ordering
paper can be very time-consuming, as well as getting access to le‐
gal experts to make sure you understand the requirements, particu‐
larly if there are differences between federal and provincial require‐
ments—and technology resources as well. There are scarce re‐
sources that need to be shared among all organizations to be able to
understand requirements to comply.

Mr. Tony Van Bynen: Proposed sections 76 to 81 of the con‐
sumer privacy protection act would provide for a procedure allow‐
ing organizations that are subject to the act to create codes of prac‐
tice and certification programs that would go to the Privacy Com‐
missioner for approval.

Would your organization submit a code of practice to the Office
of the Privacy Commissioner that would apply to all of your mem‐
bers? Would that be your intention?

Ms. Lorraine Krugel: It would depend. Certainly a code of
practice could be beneficial if there were a certain area where there
was a potential for differing interpretations of what is required. It
could set out rules that organizations would follow.

Basically, there would be additional trust provided by the Privacy
Commissioner, to say this is the type of approach that would be
supported under the CPPA. It could provide trust to consumers that
it has been reviewed, and also trust and certainty to organizations.
Whether or not the Canadian Bankers Association would choose a
specific code of practice, we haven't gone down that far just yet.

Mr. Tony Van Bynen: Okay.

I understand that your organization does have codes of practice
in terms of certification for investment advisers, etc.

Ms. Lorraine Krugel: No, it's not under the Canadian Bankers
Association. The banking industry does have some codes of prac‐
tice, and I think it's also with respect to credit practices.

Mr. Tony Van Bynen: I'd like to go with the same question to
Ms. Clodman.

In terms of your organization, would you be instituting codes of
practice that would be subject to the approval of the Privacy Com‐
missioner?

Ms. Sara Clodman: We haven't made a final decision yet about
that.

We were talking about a code of practice around marketing. We
already have the “Canadian Marketing Code of Ethics & Stan‐
dards”, and also possibly one related to the use of children's data.
Again, we have that in place and have had it for many years.

Mr. Tony Van Bynen: That is the reason I wanted to approach
you on that. You have established your own code, so I was trying to
determine your intent with respect to setting the same standards.

Setting up those certificate programs goes back to the values-
based principles that you want organizations to accept. I was trying
to get a better understanding as to whether or not the two organiza‐
tions that you represent would be pursuing the values-based princi‐

ples in applying...your consideration as to how you would go for‐
ward with this.

Go ahead.

Ms. Lorraine Krugel: With respect to a code of practice, we un‐
derstand, too, that there might be certain very narrow scenarios that
could really benefit from a code of practice. For example, informa‐
tion sharing could be something that's very specific.

Generally speaking, for the banking sector, each of our banks has
very robust privacy management programs already in place under
PIPEDA, so we wouldn't necessarily look to create a code of prac‐
tice for all compliance for the CPPA, although we could see some
very good benefit for small and medium-sized businesses, for ex‐
ample.

Mr. Tony Van Bynen: How much time do I have, Mr. Chair?

The Chair: You're over by a minute and 20 seconds, Mr. Van
Bynen. Thank you very much.

For our final round of questions, I'll yield the floor to Ms.
McPherson.

Ms. Heather McPherson: Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

Again, thank you to all the witnesses for their testimony today.

Mr. Balsillie, in your brief, you recommended establishing a
complaint-funding mechanism to help finance legal proceedings
brought by individual or group complainants and/or public interest
organizations seeking remedies against organizations for alleged
contravention of the CPPA. Can you explain why this is important
and why it's essential to this regulatory process?

● (1755)

Mr. Jim Balsillie: There's a structural asymmetry in the nature
of this evidence, where you click a consent where somebody writes
a sophisticated consent and then somebody does click, or the indi‐
vidual doesn't have the ability to exploit their data, but a large com‐
pany can. There's also a marked failure in the ability to follow
through on a complaint. What you're really trying to do here is cre‐
ate rebalancing mechanisms so that the public good is served.

Ms. Heather McPherson: To make sure I have this right, could
you explain why a private right to action is important, as has been
the case in other jurisdictions, such as the United States?

Mr. Jim Balsillie: An individual who thinks they've been
harmed has the ability to file a complaint and use the judicial sys‐
tem to say that they've been harmed and not appeal to a busy regu‐
lator that is grappling with budget constraints, multiple priorities
and possibly different points of view based on their circumstance.

Ms. Heather McPherson: Thank you.

Perhaps our guests from the CLC would also like to comment on
that.

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: I'm sorry. Could you repeat the question
for me?
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Ms. Heather McPherson: It's about the idea of using a com‐
plaint-funding mechanism to help finance legal proceedings. The
question is whether or not you would be in agreement with that.

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: Absolutely, there needs to be an ability
for folks to work through it and make a complaint, but we have to
make sure that, when that happens, the right people are listening to
it so there's an ability to respond in a reasonable way.

Ms. Heather McPherson: Thank you.

Ms. Vipond, has the CLC considered specific changes to this bill
that would help to include labour laws or provisions to ensure that
the concerns you've raised are addressed? Could you elaborate a lit‐
tle bit on those? Are there other countries or jurisdictions that have
done so that you would be considering when you include these?

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: I will say that one of our recommenda‐
tions is that AIDA should be reconceived, and that's from a human,
labour and privacy rights-based perspective so that we can place
transparency, accountability and consultation at the core of the ap‐
proach to AI, which is not what we see in front of us, so that is a
big ask.

We are looking to that executive order in the United States as
having better language than we're seeing. We also see examples in
other jurisdictions where it's being approached from a social dia‐
logue sense. We do have many asks about this, but I think, funda‐
mentally, that is a big one.

I need to reiterate that we have to expand who's covered and that
the government and Crown corporations cannot be excluded. That
comes from a workers' rights perspective.

Ms. Heather McPherson: Thank you.

I have a last question for you. What recourse mechanisms still
missing in the bill with regard to algorithms or data collection, use
and permissions that could impact the relations between employers
and employees would you like to see included in this bill?

Ms. Siobhán Vipond: We hear lots of workers telling us about
how AI is being used in terms of surveillance in the workplace, and
as a human rights issue, when the process excludes a person.
There's actually no human intervention in that process, which is a
huge concern for us. That is one of the big things we're looking at
when we're talking about what needs to be addressed here.

The mechanisms that are currently laid out in AIDA don't give us
enough opportunity to talk about that and regulate it, because un‐
regulated goes unchecked, and then we're going to fall into a posi‐
tion where human rights, including workers' rights, are not going to
be respected.

Ms. Heather McPherson: Thank you very much.

That's all for me, Chair.
The Chair: Thank you very much, Ms. McPherson.

We're almost done, but Mr. Perkins has one last question. I trust
it will be short, Mr. Perkins.

Mr. Rick Perkins: That's a challenge for me.

I'd love to ask the Canadian Bankers Association something, but
maybe I'll leave that until after.

Mr. Balsillie, who owns somebody's data? Is it the individual or
the company?

Mr. Jim Balsillie: You can't really own data; it's about control of
the data. The question of who's allowed to collect it in the first
place...that's lawlessness. We're living in a lawless world right now,
so people are just doing it without any real laws that say what
you're allowed to do in the first place.

It's colonizing personal space. That's what's happening in law‐
lessness right now.

● (1800)

Mr. Rick Perkins: To the Canadian Bankers Association, you
mentioned proposed section 35 earlier, which I did as well. The
current Privacy Act limits that power to use it without knowledge
for research and statistics to academic-type things. This complete
replacement leaves it wide open because it just says “an organiza‐
tion”; it doesn't limit it to scholastic or academic organizations.

Could you comment on that?

Ms. Lorraine Krugel: Actually, we did not provide any recom‐
mendations relating to that one.

What is the concern about that one?

Mr. Rick Perkins: Proposed section 35 says, “An organization
may disclose an individual’s personal information without their
knowledge or consent” if it's used “for statistical purposes or for
study or research purposes”, which is pretty wide open. Previously,
PIPEDA limited it to scholarly work. That leaves it open to any‐
body—any organization—to do it without consent, in my view.

Ms. Lorraine Krugel: I'm not sure that that would be a provi‐
sion that our members would be looking to leverage for the internal
research and analysis that they do.

Mr. Rick Perkins: I can tell you that, as a former bank marketer,
I would exploit that very well.

The Chair: We'll leave it at that, Mr. Perkins.

[Translation]

Mr. Bernard Généreux: I have a point of order, Mr. Chair.

With your permission, I'd like to thank the witnesses who are
here today. We have heard from high-quality witnesses since we be‐
gan our study. I'm raising a point of order because I would like us
to have more time with them. To do so, if possible, we would have
to hear from fewer witnesses at our next few meetings.

The Chair: That's understood, Mr. Généreux.
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We have heard from six panels of witnesses, which is remark‐
able. We normally have five. We've invited more in order to be sure
of having diversified witness panels, as was the case today.

I want to thank the witnesses for their time; we are grateful to
them for that. Thank you for enlightening us.

With that, I want to thank the interpreters, our support staff, ana‐
lysts and the clerk.

The meeting is adjourned.
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